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FOREWORD

2014 was a year of large-scale economic and financial challenges. It was also a year that witnessed the continuation 
of measures, launched several years previously, to bolster the means for combatting fraud, money laundering and 
terrorism financing both domestically and abroad.

These efforts have borne fruit: in 2014 Tracfin received an unprecedented number of STRs – a year-on-year increase 
of 30%. At the same time, the Systematic Communication of Information (COSI) system was launched. COSI, which 
was approved in 2013, concerns transfers of cash and digital currencies. During the year, Tracfin received more 
than two million new notifications.

To meet these new challenges and cope with an increasing workload, Tracfin received full backing from its 
ministerial authorities. Once again, the Unit was granted permission to hire additional staff in 2014, bringing 
its total headcount to 104 by year’s end. Concurrently, Tracfin continued its efforts to improve productivity. The 
reorganisation of Tracfin, which began in 2011, was carried forward. In particular, efforts were made to better 
define the Unit’s IT function, which will be a key focus of development in the coming years. The operational divisions 
provided support for this reorganisation by successfully analysing and redirecting every STR they received, despite 
the spike in the number of submissions. Thus, while simultaneously improving productivity, Tracfin was able to 
achieve a 5% rise in the number of dossiers it analysed and the number of STRs referred to various recipients in 
2014.

Over the past five years, Tracfin has undergone unprecedented changes. According to every one of our indicators, 
the Unit’s workload has doubled or even tripled in volume. At the same time, the scope of its activities was 
broadened to include new professions, particularly in terms of efforts to combat fraud and within the French 
intelligence community. Tracfin has made significant progress, but it needs to adapt and consolidate all of these 
changes in the near future. To do so, we have drawn up strategic guidelines to prepare for various milestones 
between now and 2018. Specifically, we will ensure that we are in compliance with the highest international 
standards, and we will bolster relations with reporting entities and adapt our IT system.

It is only due to the dedication of Tracfin’s staff, however, that these changes will be successfully implemented. 
It is they who will implement our collective strategies, often the result of their own proposals, and who will 
work to make the Unit more effective. I would like to extend my thanks to each and every one of them for their 
extraordinary personal involvement, which has sustained a remarkable culture of service, whose hallmarks are 
loyalty to their country and an unfailing commitment to their public service mission. I would also like to thank the 
trade union representatives who, while strictly complying with their roles, supported these changes by fostering 
an ongoing and perennially constructive dialogue.

In 2014, events revealed that Tracfin fully played its part in combatting fraud, and that the organisation’s 
effectiveness was critical to the support for public policies aimed at rebuilding trust. The current climate also is a 
reminder that money – whether legally or illegally obtained – is the tool that keeps terrorist groups in operation, 
groups whose threat became tragically real on French soil in the opening weeks of 2015. Financial intelligence 
cannot, on its own, be the sole response to such a threat. However, it plays a part in collective efforts in this area.

Jean-Baptiste Carpentier

Director of Tracfin
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2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

347 405 411 410
487

716

886

1,064
1,201

1,326
1,395

10,842
12,347 13,245 13,352

15,609
18,104

20,252
24,090

27,237
28,936 

38,419

Number of reports received
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Notes sent to the courts
and to Tracfin's partner authorities

Information flows received 
by Tracfin and referrals 
to the courts and to Tracfin’s 
partner authorities 
(2004 to 2014).

>  38,419 reports received. All information received by Tracfin was analysed and redirected.
>  9,782 investigations carried out. They were the result of 4,889 reports received in 2014, 

and 4,893 reports submitted in previous years. 
>  3,837 investigations, based on information received in 2014, still ongoing as of 1 January 

2015.
> 41,743 investigative measures carried out to add substance to existing data.

Over the past decade, Tracfin’s expanding remit has meant a significant increase in its activity.
During this period, there has been a threefold increase in the number of reports received, 
and the number of referrals to the courts and to Tracfin’s partner authorities has risen from 
347 in 2004 to 1,395 in 2014.
In the past five years, the number of reports received by the Unit has doubled.
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A 33% INCREASE IN REPORTING ACTIVITY 
IN 2014

RECEIPT

38,419  Reports sent to Tracfin 

 36,715
 Suspicious Transaction 
 Reports 

 1,125
 Information requests 
 received from foreign 
 FIUs and judicial 
 requisitions 

 579
 Administrative reports

DISCLOSURE

 1,395  Referral notes 

 464
 Judicial referrals 

 931
  Administrative disclosures 

ANALYSIS

  9,782 Investigations carried  
 out based on information 
 received during the year 
 or in previous years 

  41,743 Investigative measures

 8,302
 Information requests

 1,569
  Requests sent 

to foreign FIUs

 31,876
  Searches (consultation 

of files and open databases, 
queries to institutional 
units)

+5%

+34% +1.5%

+10% +7.5%

* 2013/2014 change (%)

+5.5%+33%
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2014 witnessed a sharp year-on-year increase of 33% 

in the number of reports submitted to Tracfin (38,419, 

compared with 28,938 in 2013).

This was partly due to an upswing in STRs relating to 

tax fraud; the current political, economic and legal 

environment has raised the awareness of reporting 

entities to this type of offence. The increased media 

focus on financial affairs has also come into play.

Another major event was the introduction of the Sys-

tematic Information Disclosures (COSIs) system in 

January 2013, which will expand the Unit’s investi-

gative options. Given the type and volume of transac-

tions that will be declared (cf. COSI, page 29), Tracfin’s 

investigative resources will be extended.

In addition to COSIs, Tracfin receives three types of 

information:

•	Suspicious transaction reports sent by entities 

subject to reporting obligations

•	Information submitted by government departments, 

individuals entrusted with a public service 

mission, supervisory authorities and professional 

associations

•	Information sent by foreign financial intelligence 

units.

A RECORD-BREAKING YEAR 
WITH GREATER RESPONSIBILITIES

THE ERMES E-REPORTING SYSTEM

A total of 35,788 STRs were submitted via Ermes in 
2014. This represents 93.3% of the total number of STRs 
received (87.8% in 2013). It is interesting to note that 
non-financial reporting entities, for whom Ermes is 
not mandatory, used it for 69.7% of their submissions 
(compared with 43.3% in 2013).

Tracfin ensures that STRs remain strictly confidential. 
Except in cases strictly defined by law (cf. Article 
L. 561-19 of the French Monetary and Financial Code), 
Tracfin never shares STRs. For their part, reporting 
entities have a duty to be discreet, and must never under 
any circumstances discuss the existence of an STR with 
a client.

Reporting entities are required to report the sums 

recorded on their books or transactions involving sums 

that they know, suspect or have good reason to suspect 

are the result of an offence that carries a prison sen-

tence of more than one year or contributes to terrorist 

financing or tax evasion.
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2009-2014

STRS RECEIVED FROM REPORTING ENTITIES

Reporting entities 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 Change  
2013-2014

Banks and credit institutions 12,254 13,206 15,582 19,288 21,950 29,508 +34.4%

Money changers 2,249 3,002 3,251 2,104 1,199 1,141 -4.8%

Insurance companies 1,007 808 889 1,059 1,169 1,423 +21.7%

Payment institutions N/A 0 290 1,218 831 1,641 +97.5%

Money-issuing institutions 675 608 779 436 259 254 -1.9%

Investment firms 67 134 133 52 46 51 +10.9%

Mutual insurance companies 
and benefits institutions

58 56 98 35 60 139 +131.7%

Financial investment advisers 46 78 92 20 20 25 +25.0%

Insurance intermediaries 2 3 40 38 25 62 +148.0%

Settlement system participants 0 0 1 1 0 0 -

Asset management companies 3 10 10 13 20 23 +15.0%

Digital currency establishments N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 1 -

Total financial reporting entities 16,361 17,905 21,165 24,264 25,579 34,268 +34.0%

Notaries 370 674 1,069 995 970 1,040 +7.2%

Organisers of games of chance 
and sports and horse-racing betting

361 269 73 120 127 185 +45.7%

Casinos 30 137 149 171 153 270 +76.5%

Receivers and trustees 57 55 62 52 82 100 +22.0%

Chartered accountants 55 98 135 145 195 215 +10.3%

Real estate professionals 33 14 19 34 54 29 -46.3%

Auditors 22 46 57 54 72 84 +16.7%

Dealers in precious metals 12 2 13 3 12 16 +33.3%

Auctioneers, auction houses 5 8 16 7 25 26 +4.0%

Bailiffs 2 0 17 14 18 23 +27.8%

Lawyers 2 0 1 4 6 1 -83.3%

Commercial registered office providers 0 0 4 21 3 8 +166.7%

Online gaming operators N/A 0 76 127 181 450 +148.6%

Sports agents N/A 0 0 0 0 0 _

Total non-financial reporting entities 949 1,303 1,691 1,747 1,898 2,447 +29.6%

Total reporting entities 17,310 19,208 22,856 26,011 27,477 36,715 +33.7%
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The number of STRs sent to Tracfin has been steadily 

increasing over the past five years. In 2014, the year-

on-year increase was particularly sharp (+34%), both 

for the financial (+34%) and non-financial (+29%) 

sectors.

Detecting non-compliance with due diligence and 
reporting requirements through analysis

Analysing the information it receives helps Tracfin 

detect non-compliance with due diligence and/or 

reporting obligations incumbent upon entities subject 

to AML/CTF system requirements.

On a regular basis, three types of behaviour are obser-

ved:

 – Delayed submission of an STR (in relation to the 

transactions in question)

 – Submission of an STR following receipt of a judicial 

requisition when it is obvious that the STR was 

sent in reaction to the requisition

 – No submission of an STR.

In such cases, the Unit can detect these types of 

actions through analysis of its database. Entities should 

be aware that, pursuant to Articles L.561-5 et seq. and 

L.561-15 of the French Monetary and Financial Code, 

actions such as these could potentially constitute non-

compliance with due diligence and/or reporting obli-

gations. When Tracfin suspects that a reporting entity 

is failing to comply with its obligations, an information 

note is sent to the appropriate supervisory authority or 

professional association. When the evidence suggests 

complicity on the part of the entity, Tracfin informs the 

courts.

In the case of a suspicious transaction or attempted 
transaction, all reporting entities involved in a 
suspicious financial network are required to provide 
Tracfin with any information of which they are aware, 
regardless of information in the possession of other 
reporting entities. A reporting entity is therefore 
not released from its due diligence and/or reporting 
requirements on the grounds that another entity was 
likely in possession of the same information.



High-risk sectors

Negative balance of 
€736,000

Company X

Company Alpha
set up in 2012
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set up in 2013

€2.9m

€1.8m

€1.2m

Company Y

Many areas of activity

Placed under court-ordered
liquidation on 8 July 2014

A total of €617,000 transferred
between 26 June and 7 July 2014
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Case study 1: 
Lack of due diligence by a bank

In July 2014, Tracfin received information from its Polish 
counterpart concerning incoming financial flows between a 
company based in Poland and Company X, based in France. 
Tracfin’s investigations revealed non-compliance by a repor-
ting entity.

Company X was a newly-created SARL (October 2013), with 
only one bank account. Its particularly broad corporate 
purpose included trading, import-export, distribution, 
buying/selling of paper and raw materials, printing, promo-
tional objects and other unregulated products, consulting 
and activity in direct marketing, call centre activities and 
e-mailing.

The company’s shareholders/directors were young (30 years 
old).

Company Y, an SARL, was set up at the same time. Its 
corporate purpose was retail trading in textiles in a spe-
cialty shop.

As soon as Company X opened its bank account, its turnover 
was high: €4.2m in Q1-2014, including

•	€1.2m from Company Y, in the form of cheques deposited 
between 26 June and 7 July 2014. The cheques were 
drawn on banks other than those of Company X

•	€2.9m in bank transfers from various companies ope-
rating in high-risk sectors (training, construction, 
private security) with no economic connection to the 
newly-founded company.

In Q1-2014, Company X’s outflows totalled €5m, including:

•	€3.7m in SEPA transfers, including €1.8m transferred 
between May and June 2014 to two beneficiaries: a newly-
created company (2013) based in Poland whose business 
activities did not justify such flows, and a Company 
Omega based in Hungary, which was also created in 2013 
(business activity unknown).

Between 30 June and 3 July 2014, Company X transferred a 
total of €617,000 to Company Omega:

•	The cheques written between 26 June and 7 July were 
rejected because Company X’s accounts were closed

•	Company Y was placed under court-ordered liquidation on 
8 July 2014.Following these transactions, Company X’s 
bank account was overdrawn by €736,000.

Risk factors that should have alerted 
the bank:

•	Newly-created companies

•	Extensive business activity in high-risk sectors

•	Profile of the shareholders/directors

•	High levels of deposits and withdrawals

•	Outflows towards newly-created companies, unrelated to 
the activity of Company X, based in countries representing 
a high money laundering risk

The bank in breach of its reporting obligations was reported 
to the ACPR for its lack of due diligence.
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2014 – REPORTING ENTITIES 
IN THE FINANCIAL SECTOR 

In this section, which deals with reporting activities 

by professionals, we have decided to focus on specific 

sectors:

 – Insurance companies (due to the limited number 

of STRs received in relation to this sector’s share 

of the French economy)

 – Notaries (given the disparities in regional 

submissions of STRs)

 – The gaming sector (in view of real gaps in terms of 

transaction traceability).

STRs submitted by financial sector 
reporting entities

In sheer numbers, the banking sector remains the 

leading source of STRs (86% of total financial sector 

STRs submitted). The sector’s involvement in AML/CFT 

efforts increased by nearly 35% in 2014. This year, 

Tracfin decided to highlight submissions received in 

2014 from insurance companies. Despite a growing 

number of STR submissions, the sector’s lack of invol-

vement in the AML/CFT system is glaring given the 

number of cases of fraud that could be detected.

In 2014, there was a sharp rise in the number of STRs 

received from payment institutions (1,641 in 2014 

compared with 831 in 2014 – a 97% increase), a reflec-

tion of growth in this sector.

Reporting entities 2013 2014 Changes 
2013-2014

Banks and credit institutions 21,950 29,508 +34.4%

Money changers 1,199 1,141 -4.8%

Insurance companies 1,169 1,423 +21.7%

Payment institutions 831 1,641 +97.5%

Money-issuing institutions 259 254 -1.9%

Investment firms 46 51 +10.9%

Mutual insurance companies and benefits institutions 60 139 +131.7%

Financial investment advisers 20 25 +25.0%

Insurance intermediaries 25 62 +148.0%

Settlement system participants 0 0

Asset management companies 20 23 +15.0%

Digital currency establishments N/A 1

Total 25,579 34,268 +34.0%
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Case study 2: 
Suspected misuse of company 
assets, tax fraud and related money 
laundering detected by several 
professions subject to reporting 
requirements

In March 2014, a credit institution submitted an STR 
concerning Mr X, the shareholder/director of two massage 
parlours. An analysis of the two salons’ bank accounts by 
the bank revealed significant cash deposits (€75,000 and 
€95,000 respectively). These transactions accounted for 
more than 80% of credit inflows for both companies.

In April 2014, a second STR was submitted by another cre-
dit institution; this one concerned suspicious transactions 
conducted by Mr Y. An examination of his bank accounts 
revealed a number of inflows from restaurant-sector com-
panies with which he was connected. These transactions 
did not seem consistent with the payment of wages or divi-
dends.

In August 2014, the Unit received a third STR from yet 
another credit establishment concerning a newly-created 
Company A (set up in January 2014). Its business purpose 
was listed as «food wholesaler», and its shareholders were 
Messrs. X and Y. Mr X was also the manager of this company. 
The company’s loans totalled €1.2m, provided by restau-
rant-sector companies belonging, in particular, to Messrs Y 
and Z. €800,000 were wired to an account in Asia. Outflows 
totalling €350,000 were made to the shareholders, Messrs 
X and Y.

In September 2014, a notary filed an STR listing the pur-
chase of an apartment in Paris for €900,000 by a real estate 
partnership (partners: Messrs X, Y and Z). The funds came 
from a French bank account and account in Asia.

The Unit’s investigations revealed the following:

•	Messrs. X and Y were involved in 15 and 18 companies, 
respectively (including joint involvement in 9 companies)

•	Mr Z was a recurring shareholder in these companies

•	Many of the companies were less than six months old.

Moreover, given the location of certain businesses (regis-
tered offices with the same address, industrial zones, etc.), 
Tracfin questioned the economic basis of the various flows.

Consultation of the tax, social security and customs data-
bases concerning these companies revealed that some of 
them had inflows that did not match their declared turnover 
(e.g. declared turnover of €2m with inflows of €5m).

Moreover:

•	With respect to Company A, a «food wholesaler», there 
was no economic reason to wire €800,000 to an account 
in Asia. As it turned out, there was no customs declaration 
justifying such a transfer

•	The restaurant-sector companies had filed no tax returns 
and no VAT declarations. In addition, no corporate 
employer information had been filed with URSSAF.

The many bank information requests made by Tracfin confir-
med the existence of recurrent, disproportionate cash 
deposits into the accounts of the massage parlours and 
restaurant-sector companies, which may have been pro-
ceeds from criminal acts.

The accounts of all of the entities in question operated in 
the same way, suggesting that the various transactions were 
part of a larger fraudulent scheme.
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Case study 3: 
Misuse of company assets, corruption 
and influence peddling as part 
of a public procurement process

Tracfin analysed a series of unusual transactions in connec-
tion with the bank accounts of a specialised construction 
firm that submitted bids for public procurement contracts.

Within a six-month period, the company had received more 
than €250,000 from a local authority. The investigation 
revealed that the company’s director was related to the 
local official at the head of the municipal council that was 
the source of the suspicious transfers.

Concurrent with the transfers, the director withdrew cash, 
issued cheques and made bank transfers to individuals, 
some of whom exercise activities that were hardly compa-
tible with the public works in question.

Most of the cheques were deposited by the director, a mem-
ber of his family and two local civil servants.

The suspicious outflows totalled more than €210,000.

The beneficiaries of these amounts then made investments, 
withdrew cash or wrote cheques to third parties.

To justify the receipt of public monies, the director of the 
beneficiary company submitted various documents concer-
ning the award of a public contract. These documents, 
however, contained inconsistencies, such as mismatches 
between the payment instalments and the corresponding 
invoices, and a payment made prior to the issuance of the 
corresponding accounting document.

The case was handed over to the judicial authorities. The 
Unit underscored its persistent doubts about the awarding 
of the contract and its financing conditions, as well as the 
subsequent financial transactions carried out by the direc-
tor of the beneficiary company.

Warning signs

•	Newly-created company

•	The identities of the construction company’s director and 
the head of the local authority

•	Unclear areas with respect to the public contract and its 
financing

•	Suspicious outflows from the company, particularly to 
local civil servants and individuals related to the director
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The insurance sector
With 1,423 STRs submitted in 2014, insurance compa-

nies continue to lead the field in the insurance sector.

Insurance intermediaries’ submissions, which are 

historically low, increased in 2014 – 43 STRs against 

25 in 2013.

There was another sharp increase in submissions by 

mutual insurance companies: 139 STRs compared with 

60 the previous year.

With this in mind, the percentage of total financial- 

sector STRs submitted by the insurance sector (insu-

rance companies, insurance intermediaries, mutual 

insurance companies and benefits institutions) fell 

slightly in 2014 (4.7% against 4.9% in 2013).

There is room for improvement in the insurance 

sector’s participation in the AML/CFT system.

Submission practices do not reflect the economic 

weight of this particular sector. As an example, the 

total amount of life insurance premiums collected by 

insurance companies as at 30 November 2014 stood at 

€116.1bn (compared with €108.3bn for the first eleven 

months of 2013). Outstanding life insurance contracts 

at the end of November 2014 totalled €1.5152tn.

Given this state of affairs, Tracfin took steps in 2014 

to educate these entities about the AML/CFT sys-

tem. It provided active support for the amendment of 

insurance-sector implementing principles during the 

various AML/CFT advisory committees that were held 

at ACPR in 2014. In particular, Tracfin presented case 

studies concerning non-life insurance and annuity 

contracts designed to help insurance professionals in 

their risk-based approach.

On 3 December 2014, during a meeting of the advisory 

committee organised by the ACPR, Tracfin and the ACPR 

announced that they would begin drafting joint guide-

lines.

In addition, Tracfin set up regular bilateral meetings 

with insurance professionals to present them with a 

report of their AML/CFT activities.

HIGH-RISK INSURANCE PRODUCTS 

Products involving anonymous transactions are the highest-
risk products in the insurance sector. This is the case with 
bearer bonds, particularly those for which tax anonymity has 
been exercised. A bearer bond is said to be anonymous when 
the bond’s subscriber (for bonds subscribed since 1998) or 
its final holder (for bonds subscribed prior to 1998) does not 
allow the insurance organisation to reveal his or her identity 
or place of residence to the tax authorities.

Bearer bonds may be given to a third party without it being 
possible to establish a complete chain of the bearers. 
Thus, the final bearer (the one who requests redemption 
of the bond) has no obligation to reveal the identity of 
the previous bearer. One warning sign is the fact that the 
levy in discharge rate is particularly high under the tax 
anonymity regime (60% excluding social levies +2% per 
year of holding). Insurers may thus legitimately question 
subscription to these products unless there is a desire to 
conceal the transaction and to withhold information from 
the tax authorities at redemption.

FICOVI: THE CENTRAL REGISTRY FOR LIFE 
INSURANCE AND ENDOWMENT CONTRACTS

The reason behind the creation of the FICOVI registry is 
outlined in the 2013 Supplementary Budget Bill (Decision 
no. 2013-684 DC of 29 December 2013 concerning the 2013 
Supplementary Budget Bill). The goal of the registry is to 
bolster insurance organisations’ reporting obligations.

It was set up to help fight tax fraud. Insurance organisations 
must now provide the tax authorities with annual statements 
concerning the subscription and settlement of life insurance 
and endowment contracts along with, where applicable, the 
amount of premiums paid and the redemption value of the 
contracts. This obligation will enter into force on 1 January 
2016 or 15 June 2016 at the latest.



 

Request for documentation from Ms Y
about the origin of the money

 

In year N–3, subscription of a life insurance policy
to invest €75,000

Request for documentation from Ms Y
about the origin of the money

1) Initial payment of €30,000

2) Payment of €60,000 in year N–2
3) Payment of €60,000 in year N–1
4) Payment of €50,000 in year N

Request unanswered

Ms Y

Bank A

Parents of Ms Y

Suspected
undeclared

gift

Insurance

Total payments:
€200,000

Warning signs

•	Funds provided by someone other than the person taking 
out the life insurance policy

•	Early redemption of life insurance policy
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Case study 4: 
Life insurance sector: tax fraud 
and suspected undeclared gifts

In year N–3, Ms Y took out a life insurance policy with an 
initial payment of €30,000. Additional payments of €60,000 
were made in year N–2 and N–1, and €50,000 was paid in 
year N. The following year, Ms Y fully redeemed the policy.

She stated that she needed money for a real estate pur-
chase. Additional enquiries and requests for documentation 
by the insurance firm revealed that the payments had not 
been made by Ms Y but rather by her parents. Actions such 
as these may be used to circumvent gift taxes.



Country Z

CEO

Mr X
InsurerIn N years

Purchase of a life insurance policy

Source of funds
UNKNOWN

N+2
Full redemption of policy 
End of commercial relations

1) Initial payment of €10,000 in year N
2) Payment of €20,000 in year N+1
3) Payment of €50,000 in N+2

Company F
French company

CORRUPTION

Company A

Assets: €3m

Annual income: €1.5m

Son-in-law

On-sit
e representative

 of

Warning signs

•	Discovery of unfavourable information about Mr X 
following public database research

•	Lack of documentation provided in support of transactions

•	Early redemption of life insurance policy
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Case study 5: 
Life insurance sector: Suspected 
laundering of the proceeds 
of corruption

Mr X, a non-European resident, was CEO of Company A, regis- 
tered in non-European Country Z, and representative of 
Company F, with headquarters in France. According to his 
tax returns, Mr X had annual earnings of more than €1.5m, 
with assets estimated at more than €3m. He took out a life 
insurance policy and made an initial payment of €10,000. 
Subsequently, over a two-year period, he made two addi-
tional payments of €20,000 and €50,000. The money came 
from Mr X’s earnings and dividends. The client provided no 
documentation. At the end of the second year, the client 

fully redeemed his policy (€80,000). The insurance com-
pany observed that Mr X’s transactions took place within a 
specific context. As it turned out, an article in the interna-
tional press stated that Mr X and Company A were involved 
in a corruption case involving Country Z. According to the 
intelligence collected, Mr X was the son-in-law of a former 
finance minister for Country Z who had been jailed several 
years earlier for corruption. Company A was a shell company 
that served as an intermediary between the French Com-
pany F and the non-European country for manufacturing 
machines to cancel tax stamps.



2

1

Mutual
insurance
company

Overpriced
or fictitious services
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Case study 6: 
Defrauding of mutual insurance 
companies

In the process of reimbursing its policyholders for optical 
services, a mutual insurance company was struck by certain 
recurring anomalies:

•	It received several particularly high invoices for the 
purchase of eyeglasses and/or contact lenses (over 
€1,000)

•	Some clients wrote several cheques for the same amount

•	The amounts paid by individuals were often for even 
amounts

•	Most of the individuals who wrote cheques did not live 
near the opticians where they purchased their glasses

•	A number of cheques bounced.

After investigating, the company observed that the invoices 
submitted for reimbursement came from a small group of 
companies in the same geographical location. Some of these 
companies had brick-and-mortar shops, whereas others 
were simply shells. It also appears that certain policyhol-
ders were complicit in the fraud (claiming the maximum 
allowed for a family, etc.) and there was cause to suspect 
that no optical material had actually been sold.

Warning signs

•	Very expensive invoices for optical services

•	Certain clients writing several cheques for the same amount

•	No geographical connection between those writing cheques 
and opticians

•	Large numbers of unpaid cheques
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2014: REPORTING ENTITIES 
IN THE NON-FINANCIAL 
SECTOR

STRs filed by reporting entities 
in the non-financial sector
2014 saw an increase in STRs submitted by non-finan-

cial entities – the Unit received 2,447 STRs against 

1,898 in 2013 (an increase of 29%).

Reporting entities 2013 2014 Changes
2013-2014

Notaries 970 1,040 +7.2%

Organisers of games of chance and sports 
and horse-racing betting 127 185 +45.7%

Casinos 153 270 +76.5%

Receivers and trustees 82 100 +22.0 %

Chartered accountants 195 215 +10.3%

Real estate professionals 54 29 -46.3%

Auditors 72 84 +16.7%

Dealers in precious metals 12 16 +33.3%

Auctioneers, auction houses 25 26 +4.0%

Bailiffs 18 23 +27.8%

Lawyers 6 1 -83.3%

Commercial registered office providers 3 8 +166.7%

Online gaming operators 181 450 +148.6%

Sports agents 0 0

Total 1,898 2,447 +29.6%

Legal professionals

2014 saw a slight increase in the number of STRs 

submitted by legal professionals, including notaries 

(+70), court-appointed receivers and trustees (+18), 

auctioneers (+1) and bailiffs (+5).

•	 Notaries
Notaries were the top contributors in the non-finan-

cial sector, having submitted 42% of all STRs, although 

their overall share continued to fall (51% in 2013, 

against 57% in 2012). As in 2013, Tracfin observed 

high concentrations of STRs in some regions, issued by 

a small number of firms.

In 2014, 527 notary firms submitted STRs – 11% of 

the total number of firms. A region-by-region study 

showed that 14 regions had a submission rate of under 

10% (including Centre, Languedoc-Rousillon, and Pays 

de la Loire), and six had a rate of under 5%. And yet, 

these six regions are home to more than half of all of 

France’s notary firms.
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Some warning signs
The warning signs given below are the results of a close 

analysis of STRs received by Tracfin in recent years. 

Although not exhaustive, they help notaries assess 

risks during a transaction:

 – Questionable origin of funds

 – Socio-economic status or youth of purchasers

 – Location of property (risk areas for money 

laundering due to an appealing real estate market)

 – Mismatch between the purchase price and the 

financial profile of the purchaser

 – Disparity between the purchase price and the 

market value of the property (under- or over-

priced)

 – At the signing of the deed of purchase, the signee’s 

place is taken by another individual, or by a legal 

entity whose effective beneficiary or beneficiaries 

are unknown

 – Purchase and resale in a very short period of time.

Tracfin emphasises that these criteria should be under-

stood as part of wider evidence that an offence may 

have been committed. Thus, a foreign source of funding 

should not in itself trigger the submission of an STR.

Finally, many STRs are submitted by notaries fol-

lowing the refusal by banks to provide, at the notary’s 

request, proof of the origin of the funds when payment 

is in cash. This request should not be submitted to 

banks but rather to the client, whose responsibility it is 

to submit the request to the bank. A request for proof 

of origin should be included among the many docu-

ments required for signature of the deed of purpose to 

avoid triggering an alarm. Nevertheless, a refusal to 

supply this proof of origin certificate could be a war-

ning sign leading to the submission of an STR.

•	  Auditors and chartered accountants
In 2014, auditors and chartered accountants submit-

ted 299 STRs – a 12% increase over the previous year.

This upward trend is encouraging, but the number of 

STRs is still too low in relation to the number of repor-

ting entities in this sector.
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Company A

Company D
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Layoffs

Repayment

of loans and public funds

Sale of land
€1.5m

Company B

Départment
Council

Purchase
of Company A

for a token price

Foreign bank
account opened by Mr X

Wire transfer of €1m
Resale of same undeveloped
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Case study 7: 
Takeover of ailing companies – 
misuse of company assets

Tracfin was alerted to financial transactions carried out by 
French companies A, B and C, all owned by Mr X, a foreign 
businessman.

Mr X purchased shares in Company A for a token price in ex-
change for keeping the company going and maintaining the 
workforce. As part of this transaction, Mr X received €1 mil-
lion in public funds as well as a subsidised loan.

Six months after receiving the loan and 40% of the public 
subsidy, Company A experienced a sharp drop in business 
and proceeded to lay off staff. Under pressure from public 
officials, the company repaid the loan and returned the 
public funds it had received.

At the same time, Mr X purchased shares in Company B for 
a token price. Nine months later, Company B sold land to 
Company C, which itself was owned by Mr X, for €1.5m.

Eight months later, Company C resold the land to Company D 
for €2.6m, even though no development had taken place.

Four days after depositing the money from the sale, Com-
pany C wired more than €1m to a foreign bank account in 
the name of Mr X, although no consideration in return could 
be identified.

Information about the conditions under which the compa-
nies were acquired and the financial transactions following 
these acquisitions were referred to the courts.

Warning signs

•	Takeover of companies for a token amount

•	Reception of public funds

•	Failure to honour commitments made during takeover of 
companies

•	Resale of property within a short period of time at a 
significant profit

•	Fund transfers of more than €1m to a foreign personal 
bank account
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Court-appointed receivers 
and trustees
These reporting entities play a vital role in the AML/

CFT system, particularly during economic downturns, 

which result in a greater number of insolvency procee-

dings. In any case, this trend should, in the coming 

years, affect these professionals’ declared practices. 

In 2014, court-appointed receivers and trustees sub-

mitted 100 STRs, a 22% increase over the previous year.

Auctioneers and auction houses 
In 2014, auctioneers and auction houses submitted 

26 STRs (a 4% increase). It should be pointed out that, 

in cases of fraud involving the purchase of vehicles 

using false documents, professionals should, after 

filing a complaint, submit an STR concerning money 

laundering to be included in the file.

Some warning signs
 – Involvement of art galleries, antique dealers, 

experts or a number of intermediaries in the sale

 – Heightened vigilance during sales of wine, works 

of art or collectibles likely to be included in 

trafficking in cultural property (indigenous art, 

counterfeits, plant and animal species protected 

under the Washington Convention, etc.)

 – Purchasers already known to auction houses for 

failure to pay, or other acts that might constitute 

offences underlying money laundering (misuse of 

company assets, undeclared work, concealment, 

corruption, tax fraud, etc.)

 – Family or friend relationship between buyer and 

seller

 – Successive cases of buying and selling an object 

with the aim of increasing its value

FRAUD INVOLVING THE WAGE GUARANTEE 
FUND (AGS)

The French wage guarantee fund AGS is an employers’ 
association that was created in February 1974. It 
intervenes when companies are in court-ordered 
receivership or liquidation or, under certain conditions, 
in insolvency protection proceedings. It ensures 
payment of the sums owed to employees under the terms 
of their employment contracts.

The AGS can challenge the basis and the extent of its 
guarantee, providing they submit evidence that the 
contractual basis of the contested claim is fraudulent. 
These frauds are often the result of sophisticated 
financial crime, networks of fraud and illegal work. They 
are particularly common in the construction sector and 
ready-to-wear clothing industry, and sometimes conceal 
networks of illegal labour and fraudulent bankruptcies.

Tracfin helps uncover these frauds and the laundering 
of their proceeds. To this end, STRs submitted by 
court-appointed receivers and trustees are critically 
important, and can make a decisive contribution in the 
fight against organised criminal networks.

 – Abnormal discrepancy between the sale price and 

the estimated price

 – Unusual behaviour or requests on the part of the 

buyer or seller

 – The presence of a politically exposed person, 

whether French or foreign

 – Payment by a third person at the auction, using 

the funds of unknown origin.
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Case study 8: 
Suspected misuse of company assets 
and bankruptcy proceedings by ailing 
companies

Company X offered helicopter sightseeing tours. It ran into 
financial difficulties, and was acquired by Company Y, whose 
headquarters are located in a tax haven.

However, the money owed for the share transfer was never 
paid.

  

1

2

3

4

CAR

Local employee

Spouse

Company X

Company Y

AUTO

Injection of funds

Company
in court-ordered

receivership

Transfer of funds to individuals
with no economic justification

Purchase of shares
in Company X,

but money is never paid

Warning signs

•	Beneficiaries of transfers are individuals and legal 
entities whose activity appears to be unrelated to that 
of Company X

•	The court-appointed representative for Company X is also 
the civil partner of the representative of Company Y

•	Wire transfers with no economic justification

Company X was thus placed in court-ordered receivership. It 
was able to continue its activity thanks to large-scale cash 
contributions from two car dealerships: Companies AUTO 
and CAR (both in court-ordered liquidation and suspected 
of bankruptcy).

Suddenly, Company X transferred funds to individuals and 
legal entities with no apparent economic justification.



Director:
Mr X 

Shareholders

Assets acquired by Company A'1,
which moved to a neighbouring region

Purchase of production equipment,
patents, logo and stocks

Property investment
company

Company placed in court-ordered liquidation

1

2

3

Industrial company A1

Company A'1
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Case study 9: 
Suspected fraud in the course 
of a court-ordered liquidation

Following ongoing financial difficulties, the industrial 
company A1, directed by Mr X, was placed under court- 
ordered liquidation. A few months later, its assets were 
sold at auction.

During the auction, a businessman bought the company’s 
production equipment, patents, logo and a number of stocks 
of spare parts for a significant lump sum. This purchase was 
carried out via a property investment company, and sub-

sequent investigations revealed that the businessman was, in 
reality, one of the shareholders of a new company created by 
Mr X, with a name strikingly similar to the one in liquidation.

Moreover, it was noted that Company A1 had received public 
funds to help it set up. The new company (A’1) that purchased 
the assets also planned to move the company into a neighbou-
ring region.

Warning signs

•	Suspicions with regard to the court-ordered liquidation, 
the goal of which appears to be to allow the business to 
continue its activity through another structure with a 
clean slate

•	Purchase of shares from a company in court-ordered 
liquidation by an individual or legal entity with close ties 
to the former management team

•	Purchase of shares in a company by a newly-created 
company with a similar name, corporate purpose and 
shareholder structure
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The gaming sector
The many different types of gaming and the high rates 

of return naturally attract those who wish to recycle 

money from dubious sources into the legal economy.

There was an across-the-board increase in the number 

of STRs received by the Unit from the gaming sector, an 

increase that was particularly high in the area of online 

gaming.

In 2014, submissions by online gaming operators 

reached 450, compared with 181 in 2013. Nevertheless, 

most of the information submitted was not relevant 

due to the lack of a direct connection with money laun-

dering transactions.

Once again, Tracfin was disappointed with casinos’ 

lacklustre participation in the AML/CFT system. In 

2014, only 80 casinos out of 200 submitted STRs. On 

the other hand, the number of STR submitted by those 

80 establishments rose sharply to 270, a 76% increase 

over the previous year. Nevertheless, a lack of informa-

tion about the level of bets placed makes it difficult for 

Tracfin to take advantage of these STRs.

The two operators Pari mutuel urbain (PMU) and Fran-

çaise des jeux (FDJ) noticeably increased their submis-

sions during the year (90 and 92 STRs, respectively, 

against 49 and 77 in 2013), which leads the Unit to 

hope that this rate will continue to grow in the years 

to come.

The quality of the STRs submitted in 2014 from the gaming 

sector varied widely. They dealt with point-of-sale and 

ticket purchases which explains why they were more 

numerous, however their contents could also prove very 

inaccurate.

The lowering of the threshold for the payment of winnings 

by cheque by both FDJ and PMU (which will likely lower it 

again from €3,000 to €2,000) is expected to have a positive 

impact.

TRACEABILITY OF TRANSACTIONS 
IN THE GAMING SECTOR

Excluding online gaming operators, most STRs submitted 
by the other reporting professionals list the amounts of 
winnings. Tracfin regrets that these STRs never mentioned 
the bets that were placed, information that is essential 
for the Unit to analyse flows. Without it, it is difficult to 
reconstruct the fraudulent nature of the flow that was the 
source of the bet.



Point
of sale

More than 700 separate
wins for a total of €200,000

Mr Y
Owner of the point of sale

The payments by cheque and credit card alone
are not in themselves enough to justify
the amount and the frequency of Messrs X and Y's winnings.

• Purchase of property
• Comfortable lifestyle
despite modest official
income

Mr X
Employee of point of sale

More than 4,000 separate
wins for a total of €1.5m
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Case study 10: 
Laundering through gaming of the 
proceeds of criminal acts and offences

Mr X is an employee of a point of sale for FDJ and PMU loca-
ted in the greater Paris region and run by Mr Y. Tracfin was 
alerted to an unusually large number of cheques and wire 
transfers of winnings credited to the bank accounts of these 
two individuals.

Over a 15-month period, Mr X deposited more than 4,000 
separate winnings totalling about €1.5m. Mr Y deposited 
nearly 700 separate winnings for more than €200,000.

The winning tickets, nearly all of them sports and horse- 
racing betting products, were validated in Mr Y’s outlet, 
whose turnover in «gaming» products increased exponenti-
ally over the same period.

However, the origin of the money bet by Messrs X and Y was 
not clear.

As it turns out, although payments by cheque, wire trans-
fer or credit card were registered for their bank accounts, 
they did not sufficiently account for the recurrence and the 
extremely high amount of the winnings. Messrs X and Y must 
have been injecting additional money into gaming, whose 
origin was unknown and therefore raised red flags.

Finally, it should be pointed out that Mr X, whose official 
sources of income were quite modest, lived a quite comfor-
table lifestyle and also acquired real estate.

Warning signs

•	Frequent and significant winnings by the individuals in 
question

•	Identified bets insufficient to justify these winnings

•	Exponential increase in an outlet’s turnover connected 
with sports betting

•	Lifestyle inconsistent with individuals’ socio-economic 
status
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THE REPORTING PROCESS

The transmission of Suspicious 
Transaction Reports
Reporting entities may submit information to Tracfin in 

one of the two following ways:

•	The Ermes e-reporting system, which is mandatory 

for financial reporting entities and recommended for 

the others

•	The mandatory electronic form sent by fax or post, 

for non-financial entities opting not to use Ermes.

www.economie.gouv.fr/Tracfin

MEETINGS WITH REPORTING ENTITIES IN 2014

27 January: Plenary meeting of the AML/CFT Advisory 
Committee

6 February: Meeting with the French Institute of 
Practitioners of Insolvency Proceedings (IFPPC) concerning 
the professions of court-appointed receiver and trustee

13 March: Meeting with the Anti-Insurance Fraud Agency 
(ALFA)

18 March: Participation in the AML Tour organised by the 
Caisse des Dépôts et Consignation

18 March: Organisation of a conference of notaries from the 
Hauts-de-Seine département

20 May: Conference with the Lyon Chief Public Prosecutor 
and the auditors falling within the jurisdiction of the Court 
of Appeal

17 July: Presentation at the National Conference of 
Commercial Court Clerks

25 September: Presentation to members of the French 
Federation of Insurance Companies and the Association of 
Mutual Insurance Companies

2 October: AML/CFT conference for Dijon commercial court 
clerks

14 October: Meeting with the French Association of Notaries 
concerning reporting practices by notaries

18 November: Attendance at the general meeting of notaries 
for the Aix-en-Provence Court of Appeal
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In addition to STRs, Tracfin also receives two other 

types of administrative information:

- Information submitted by central government de-

partments, local authorities, public establishments 

and any other individual tasked with a public service 

mission*

- Information submitted by supervisory authorities 
and professional associations. The Separation and 

Regulation of Banking Activities Act (no. 2013-672 of 

26 July 2013) requires the supervisory authorities and 

professional associations transmit information to 

Tracfin whenever they detect breaches of due diligence 

in the course of an audit.**

* CMF Art. L.561-27

** CMF Art. L.561-30-II

In 2014, 579 administrative reports were recei-ved 

by Tracfin (compared with 436 the previous year, an 

increase of 33%).

The State authorities that sent the most reports were 

our partners within the intelligence community and 

the Ministry for the Economy and Finance (DGFiP, 

DGDDI and DGTPE), which sent 411 reports.

There was a large increase in reports from the 

supervisory authorities, primarily the Pruden- 

tial Supervisory and Resolution Authority (ACPR), 

which sent 140 reports (47 in 2013). This increase is 

a result of the clarification provided by the above- 

mentioned Act.

ADMINISTRATIVE REPORTING
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SYSTEMATIC INFORMATION DISCLOSURES

Under the terms of Act 2013-100 of 28 January 2013, 

credit, payment and digital currency institutions must 

now send Tracfin information relating to certain fund 

transfer transactions carried out through a cash trans-

fer or using a digital currency.***

The procedures for providing this information are de-

termined by the French Monetary and Financial Code: 

transactions of €1,000 or more, or transactions total-

ling more than €2,000 per client per calendar month 

must be reported. Information about all of these 

transactions must be sent to Tracfin within 30 days 

following the month of the transaction.

The Separation and Regulation of Banking Activities 

Act of 26 July 2013 introduced new categories of Sys-

tematic Communication of Information (COSI). They 

are intended for financial sector entities and have to 

do with financial transactions with a high AML/CFT risk 

due to the country or territory of origin, the destina-

tion of the funds, the type of transaction or the legal 

structures involved.

Introduction of the COSIs has broadened the Unit’s 

investigative options.

There is a distinct difference between a COSI and an 

STR. Whereas an STR must include a reason for suspi-

cions concerning transactions or attempted transac-

tions that entities know, suspect or have good rea-

sons for suspecting are the proceeds of a tax fraud or 

an offence punishable by at least a one-year prison 

sentence, which provides the basis for an investigation 

by Tracfin and absolves the reporting entity of liability 

(Article L. 561-22 of the French Monetary and Finan-

cial Code), a COSI is defined by objective criteria. It is 

systematic, and does not include any notion of suspi-

cion. In contrast to STRs, a COSI alone cannot serve as 

the basis for an investigation launched by the Unit. 

Data included in COSIs are entered into a database, 

accessible only by Tracfin, and this data is only used to 

enhance ongoing investigations.

COSIs do not exempt a reporting entity from submit-

ting an STR concerning the same financial flow. COSIs 

are sent without prejudice to STRs, which must be 

submitted where necessary (Article L. 561-15-1.III). 

Only an STR absolves the reporting entity of liability.

This procedure, which is already in force, broadens in 

a controlled fashion Tracfin’s mandate with respect to 

gathering and analysing the information it receives. 

Accordingly, the Unit’s investigative capacities have 

been bolstered.

Extensive discussions with banking sector entities and 

initial talks with insurance companies were carried out 

in 2014 to discuss transactions that have a high risk 

of money laundering, the thresholds for COSIs sent to 

Tracfin, and the types of information to be provided. 

Based on the risks identified, additional legislation 

setting the objective criteria for these new COSI is 

expected to be adopted in 2015. They will be an exten-

sion of the above-mentioned Act.

*** CMF Art. L.561-15-1 para. 2
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COSIs serve a different purpose than STRs. They are 

filed systematically, without any concept of suspicion. 

In contrast to STRs, a COSI alone cannot serve as the 

basis for an investigation launched by the Unit. Data 

included in COSIs are entered into a database, acces-

sible only by Tracfin, and this data is only used to 

enhance ongoing investigations. This procedure broa-

dens Tracfin’s mandate with respect to gathering and 

analysing the information it receives.

In 2014, 42 operators submitted nearly 2 million 

declarations to Tracfin, representing 2.4 million tran-

sactions, i.e. billions of euros in transmitted funds. 

The top three entities accounted for 80% of reported 

transactions.

Given the type of transactions declared and the expec- 

ted volume, an electronic and automated system for 

exchanging information has been set up, working 

closely with the entities in question.
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Case study 11: 
Corruption, embezzlement 
of public funds and money transfers

Tracfin was informed about a series of unusual financial tran-
sactions, carried out between January 2013 and June 2014, 
in connection with the bank accounts of a Mr X, a senior civil 
servant stationed in an overseas French community. During 
the period in question, Mr X made a number of cash deposits 
totalling around €300,000, which represented about 60% of 
the inflows registered for his bank accounts.

Mr X stated that these flows corresponded to savings that he 
was using to cover cash flow problems in his accounts. The 
statement could not be corroborated by an examination of 
his accounts and assets; no pre-existing savings that would 
justify these inflows could be found.

Moreover, during the period in question, Mr X also made 
a number of cash transfers for a total of €100,000. Oddly, 
these transfers were made by himself to himself. Since there 
was no economic justification for this, it appeared that these 

transfers were a manoeuvre designed to hide illegal gains by 
using a non-banking circuit. Moreover, given the amount of 
cash withdrawals made by Mr X during the same period, it 
seemed unlikely that these transfers corresponded to the 
reuse of money withdrawn from his bank accounts. The cash 
deposits into Mr X’s bank accounts were primarily used to 
finance his lifestyle and that of his spouse.

Given Mr X’s functions, in the course of which he handled 
public funds, particularly in connection with several local 
economic stakeholders, it seemed reasonable to assume 
that offences had been committed, including corruption, 
misuse of public funds or, alternatively, tax fraud, along 
with money laundering.

This information was referred to the competent public 
prosecutor’s office.

Warning signs

•	Repeated, large cash deposits

•	Unusual cash transfers 

•	Specific functions performed by the individual in question
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TRACFIN’S 
ACTIVITY 33
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All the information received by Tracfin 
is analysed and processed on by the Unit. 
In 2014, 9,782 STRs (compared with 9,244 
in 2013) led to an investigation.
Analysis begins as soon as an STR is received. Each 

piece of information is examined closely to find details 

that could confirm or disprove doubts about the 

transaction(s) in question.

Analysts search databases to carry out investigative 

measures. Initial analyses focus on contextual details 

concerning the individuals mentioned in the STR. For 

this, open databases are frequently searched.

Other tools also come into play, including tax, customs 

and social security databases, as well as police/gendar-

merie records. When cross-border elements come into 

play, Tracfin’s foreign counterparts are also queried. 

After this initial investigative level, it may be necessary 

to extend the search via information requests. In the 

very large majority of cases, these consist of requests 

for bank statements.

There are thus two levels of analysis when processing 

STRs; an initial level in which the data is enhanced with 

contextual information, and a second level in which 

in-depth investigations lead to a longer processing 

period for the case.

ANALYSING AND REDIRECTING 
INFORMATION

The first level of analysis should, in every case, help 

Tracfin redirect the information. Redirection deter-

mines how an STR will be handled. It could lead to:

 – An investigation: during this phase the inves-

tigators use their legal powers such as their right to 

information

 – The STR being put on hold: if the report appears 

to be potentially unusable or if any doubts are resolved 

after an investigation (in this case, the report will not 

be referred). It may, however, be reactivated in light 

of new information later received by the Unit. Tracfin 

may in fact reactivate old reports received in the past 

(within a ten year limit).

The Unit carried out 9,782 investigations based on 
4,889 STRs submitted in 2014, and 4,893 STRs sub-
mitted in previous years. Moreover, 3,837 investiga-

tions launched based on a report received in 2014 were 

still ongoing as of 1 January 2015.
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Number of information requests sent 
by Tracfin in 2014 to social welfare 

organisations

Name of 
organisation

Number of information 
requests

ACOSS 756

CNAF 85

RSI 37

CNAMTS 25

PÔLE EMPLOI 20

CCMSA 8

CNAV 3

TOTAL 934

RIGHT OF OPPOSITION

In 2014, the Unit exercised its right to oppose 
the execution of a transaction eight times.
The Unit uses this prerogative sparingly as it entails 

informing the client whose funds or transactions have 

been temporarily frozen. The right is exercised in close 

collaboration with the judicial authorities and only in 

cases where the suspicious funds identified present a 

flight risk, for example through cash withdrawals or 

transfers to uncooperative foreign countries.

Since 2013, Tracfin has been able to exercise a right of 

opposition based on any suspicious transaction reports 

or information received from reporting entities, the 

authorities or foreign FIUs, even without having pre-

viously received an STR from the entity responsible for 

the transaction. The right of opposition may be exer-

cised at any time before the transaction’s execution. 

A transaction may be suspended for five business days.

This time period allows Tracfin to continue its inves-

tigation while preventing the transfer of the funds. 

The case is then forwarded to the judicial authority 

responsible for ordering an attachment.

ENHANCING INFORMATION

Investigative measures take the form of documentary 

searches to develop a suspicion detected and reported 

by a inclosing entity or contained in a report. These 

searches involve Tracfin exercising its right to request 

information, the direct or indirect searching of files 

(Ficoba national bank account file, tax or customs files, 

social security data and gendarmerie and police files), 

the mining of open databases and queries to other in-

telligence departments, foreign financial intelligence 

units, other government departments, local authori-

ties, public establishments or any other person entrus-

ted with a public service mission.

Tracfin carried out 41,743 investigative measures 
in 2014.

THE RIGHT TO INFORMATION

The Unit’s investigative measures 
included 8,302 information requests.

Information requests sent to social security 
bodies
As part of its investigations into cases of social security 

fraud, Tracfin exercised its right to request information 

from social welfare organisations.

During 2014, a new procedure was introduced in col-

laboration with the National Family Allowance Fund 

(CNAF). Based on this, exchanges following requests 

for information from the CNAF are carried using the 

Ermes platform. This new procedure is speedier and 

addresses growing concerns about the security of 

information exchanges.

The success of this measure has led other social welfare 

organisations to express interest in using the Ermes 

platform.
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INFORMATION REQUESTS 
SENT BY TRACFIN 
TO FOREIGN FIUS 

Tracfin may request information from foreign financial 

intelligence units based on an STR received in France. 

In 2014, 1,569 requests were sent by the Unit to foreign 

financial intelligence units (FIUs).

A detailed analysis of the data shows that Europe is 

traditionally the zone with which Tracfin has the most 

exchanges: 1,221 requests out of 1,569, i.e. 78% of the 

total volume.

The number of requests sent to FIUs in Asia/the Middle 

East and Africa in 2014 were 146 and 90, respectively.

It should be pointed out that outgoing information 

requests are recorded in terms of individuals/legal 

entities, or in terms of financial elements (account 

number, international transfer reference number, etc.). 

Requests may deal with simple background checks or 

the existence of STRs, general requests about econo-

mic context, or specific requests about financial ele-

ments to be gathered from reporting establishments. 

The data supplied as part of these requests may also be 

of interest to the recipient FIU for use in that country.

Where necessary, Tracfin can pursue its investigations 

prior to sending a more detailed information note.

Europe
 
Asia, Middle East

North America
(including Mexico)

Africa

Australia, Oceania

South America/
Central America/Caribbean

1,221

146755

47
90

In 2014, the Unit learned of unusual transactions 
concerning the bank accounts of a company offering 
professional training, as well as the accounts of the 
company’s director. Tracfin determined that these 
transactions were connected to frauds perpetrated 
against a number of individuals who paid the company 
for training courses that they never received, and who 
were not reimbursed. In all, the fraud exceeded €1m. 
In this case, Tracfin exercised its right to oppose 
execution of a wire transfer requested by the director 
from his training company to a foreign bank account; 
this allowed the courts, at the end of the five-day 
suspension period, to seize more than €1m.

Similarly, in a case where a construction company was 
transferring €745,000 into the account of a company 
pretending to be one of its regular suppliers, Tracfin 
was able to oppose the execution of the transfer of a 
portion of this amount. The transfer was requested by 
the presumed perpetrator of the fraud to one of his 
personal bank accounts located in a foreign country. The 
competent public prosecutor’s office, informed of these 
facts by Tracfin, was able to seize nearly €200,000 and 
launch a judicial investigation.
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In 2014, Tracfin produced 1,395 referral notes (an 

increase of 5% over 2013).

592 notes were sent to the judicial authorities, 
including:

•	464 concerning possible criminal offences

•	128 spontaneous disclosures to the courts and 

criminal police

DISCLOSURES 
TO JUDICIAL AUTHORITIES

Referrals leading to the presumption 
of criminal offences 

In 2014, Tracfin referred 464 cases to the courts lea-
ding to the presumption of criminal offences, com-
pared with 458 in 2013. These referrals were appro-
ved by the Unit’s legal advisor.*

Evolution of the number of disclosures 
to judicial authorities since 2009

Total sums involved 
in cases referred to the courts 

by Tracfin since 2009 (€)

Estimated value of cases in 2014
 

In 2014, out of the 464 cases referred, 60 dealt with 

funds lower than €100,000, 240 with funds in the 

€100,000 to €1m range, 133 with funds in the €1m 

range and 8 with funds exceeding €10m.

These sums reflect to the amount of money uncovered 

by the Unit’s investigators during the administrative 

enquiry phase. Following a court referral, the procee-

dings often reveal much higher amounts of money than 

those initially estimated by Tracfin. Nevertheless, they 

serve as a benchmark for the value of Tracfin’s activity.

DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

384 404
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458 464
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* Referrals leading to the presumption of criminal offences
pursuant to Article L. 561-23

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

430
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Undetermined
 
Between €100,000
and €500,000 

Between €1m and €10m

Less than €100,000 

Between €500,000 and €1m 

Greater than €10m

5%2%

29%

15%

13%

36%

* Article L. 561-2 of the Monetary and Financial Code
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Origin of reports and defining 
of the offences giving rise to referral 
to the courts

A court referral may result from several reports 
received by the Unit. Many cases may in fact be the 

product of the cross-referencing of reports from seve-

ral reporting entities which themselves operate in 

several sectors.

By definition, all of the investigations carried out by 

the Unit comprise suspected cases of money launde-

ring or terrorist financing. Tracfin uncovers a set of rea-

sonable indications suggesting that money laundering 

offences have been committed, as well as underlying 

offences. In its referral note, it may propose criminal 

classifications in line with the facts reported. They are 

merely suggestions. It is not binding upon the courts, 

however, as they alone decide the outcome of the 

information provided by the Unit. 

It is also possible that a court referral may subsequent-

ly reveal other facts that could not have been detected 

by the reporting entity or by Tracfin, either at the STR 

stage or during the subsequent administrative inquiry 

by the Unit.

Court referrals by category 
of primary underlying offence

In 2014, the five categories of predicate offence that 

were the most frequently reported were tax offences, 

undeclared work, misuse of company assets, breach of 

trust and fraud. There was also an increase in the num-

ber of cases of alleged abuse of weakness this year.

Two cases relating to terrorism financing transactions 

were referred to the Legal Authorities in 2014.¹

1. Cases with an apparent link to terrorism financing are 
systematically referred to the competent intelligence 
departments as early as possible. This does not preclude  
a concomitant or later referral to the Legal Authorities 
in cases where there is a well-grounded presumption that 
an offence has been committed.
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Primary offence observed Numbers

Misuse of company assets 47

Breach of trust 55

Abuse of ignorance or weakness in a minor or an adult 53

Conspiracy to commit a crime 3

Bankruptcy 4

Bribery of a public official, or receiving money or undue exemptions 
from a public official

1

Counterfeit goods 4

Corruption 5

Corruption of a foreign public official 3

Offences under the French Customs Code 3

Embezzlement 10

Fraud 47

Conspiracy to defraud 35

Illegal practice of the profession of banker 11

Extortion 5

Forgery and use of forgeries 16

Terrorism financing 7

Tax fraud – missing or erroneous declaration – bankruptcy fraud 144

Violation of narcotics legislation 8

Unlawful taking of interest by a public official 2

Procuring 5

Handling stolen goods 12

All crimes or misdemeanours 80

Arms trafficking 1

Influence peddling 1

Undeclared work 113

Theft 3
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Courts of Appeal that have received 
information notes from Tracfin 

 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Paris 124 204 214 182 196

Aix-en-Provence 53 54 58 44 37

Versailles 21 34 31 54 39

Lyon 19 19 22 19 19

Douai 9 25 19 22 29

Bordeaux 9 14 16 10 15

Montpellier 8 13 16 12 5

Rennes 27 20 15 5 8

Bastia 10 13 14 13 7

Amiens 7 4 11 6 11

Colmar 15 4 11 6 7

Toulouse 14 9 10 9 9

Nîmes 5 3 9 2 6

Reims 3 5 8 8 1

Chambéry 3 4 7 5 6

Fort-de-France 4 5 7 1 2

Rouen 6 3 6 6 6

Nancy 6 1 5 5 4

Angers 7 5 4 4 11

Grenoble 10 11 4 6 4

Pau 6 6 4 4 8

Orléans 4 7 3 5 3

Riom 3 0 3 3 5

French Polynesia 0 4 3 0 1

Metz 5 4 3 3 2

Agen 1 1 3 4 2

Caen 1 3 2 2 1

Basse-Terre 8 5 2 2 2

Besançon 2 4 2 1 3

Bourges 2 2 2 1 2

Poitiers 5 3 2 3 4

Saint-Denis de la Réunion 1 2 2 0 2

Dijon 2 4 1 3 1

Nouméa 0 0 1 0 0

Cayenne 2 2 1 2 1

Limoges 3 0 0 0 2

Mamoudzou 0 0 0 1 1

Saint-Pierre et Miquelon 
(Superior Court)

1 0 0 0 1

Total 404 495 522 458 464
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Three courts of appeal stood out in terms of referrals. 

The Paris Court of Appeal remained largely in the lead 

with 196 referrals (versus 182 in 2013). Paris’s Tribunal 

de Grande Instance (TGI) was the primary recipient, 

with 119 referrals, followed by the TGIs of Bobigny (36) 

and Créteil (7), followed by the Versailles Court of Ap-

peal (39, compared with 54 in 2013), including 13 for 

the TGI of Nanterre, 18 for the TGI of Pontoise and 8 for 

the TGI of Versailles. The Aix-en-Provence Court of Ap-

peal received 37 referrals (compared with 44 in 2013).

Breakdown of court referrals in the Paris region’s 

départements:

Bobigny 36

Créteil 17

Evry 7

Meaux 6

Melun 2

Nanterre 30

Paris 119

Pontoise 18

Versailles 8

Spontaneous disclosures 
to the courts and criminal police

Tracfin may spontaneously disclose information that 

does not suggest that a criminal offence has been 

committed but may, however, usefully contribute to an 

ongoing court case. The relevant judicial authority may 

therefore be the recipient of information deened use-

ful and containing matter to be investigated further, 

either in connection with a criminal investigation or 

for other purposes.

While the information disclosed by Tracfin may not re-

port a criminal offence, it must be connected with the 

activities referred to in paragraph I of article L.561-51 

of the Monetary and Financial Code and the recipient 

magistrate’s duties.

As with any disclosure by the Unit, the source of the 

information will be strictly protected. Furthermore, 

the information note sent to the competent judicial 

authority on this basis will constitute a pleading that 

may be included in the case file. In 2014, Tracfin sent 
128 spontaneous disclosures to the judicial authori-
ties and to the police and gendarmerie services.

Judicial requisitions

Both magistrates and criminal investigation depart-

ments may send two types of judicial requisitions to 

Tracfin’s director as part of their investigations. The 

purpose of these requisitions may be to obtain:

 – Any information held by Tracfin that may shed 

light on an ongoing investigation. Tracfin received 

and processed 67 judicial requisitions in 2014 

(versus 73 in 2013) issued by magistrates or 

judicial police officers. This fall in the number 

of judicial requisitions is largely due to the 

large number of prior contacts with the Unit’s 

magistrates or liaison officers to assess whether 

or not a requisition should be issued based on the 

information held by the Unit

 – The disclosure of a suspicious transaction report, 
solely in cases where a criminal investigation 
reveals that the reporting entity might be 
involved in the money-laundering or terrorist-
financing scheme exposed.

Note: the judicial authorities or judicial police officers 

cannot use a warrant or requisition to obtain the dis-

closure of a suspicious transaction report directly from 

a reporting entity. The principle of confidentiality in 

the reporting of suspicious transactions is in fact en-

forceable against the judicial authorities and judicial 

police officers, who may never request the disclosure 

of a suspicious transaction report. Reporting entities 

may, however, inform them that they have disclosed 

information to Tracfin.

Active, daily interaction 
with the courts and the criminal police

Whether it is a question of providing support for the 

cases that Tracfin sends to the courts, assisting magis-

trates and criminal police officers in preparing judicial 

requisitions or disclosing information likely to be rele-

vant to court cases under way, Tracfin may be contacted 

by telephone or e-mail in relation to a request connec-

ted with the fulfilment of its judicial mandate.

In 2014, Tracfin’s three liaison officers (DGGN, OCRGDF 

and OCLTIFF) were contacted more than 2,400 times by 

the criminal police services in connection with various 

requests and to focus on information held by the Unit.
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The liaison officers play a very active part in effectively 

connecting Tracfin’s efforts with those of investigative 

services in cases of scams involving social engineering.

Moreover, to make it easier for public prosecutors’ 

offices to inform Tracfin about follow-ups to the Unit’s 

referrals*, the ARPEJ application (Network Application 

for Exchanges with the Courts), which will provide a 

direct electronic link between Tracfin and the courts, is 

expected to be deployed in late 2015.

In the same way, to maintain high-quality exchanges 

and information-sharing with the courts, in 2014, 

Tracfin and the Ministry of Justice’s Directorate for 

Criminal Affairs and Pardons distributed an updated 

version of their methodological guide to money laun-

dering and terrorist financing to the courts.

Lastly, a guide to detecting financial transactions likely 

to be linked to corruption, which was drafted jointly by 

Tracfin and the Central Department for the Prevention 

of Corruption, was also renewed in 2014; the new edi-

tion – greatly expanded and updated – replaces the 

one issued in 2008. It is available on the website of the 

Ministry for Finance and Public Accounts’ website and 

the website of the Justice Ministry.

DISCLOSURES 
TO PARTNER AUTHORITIES

Disclosures to intelligence units
In accordance with the law, disclosures to other intel-

ligence departments only contain information rela-

ting to facts that reveal a threat to the fundamental 

interests of the nation in matters of law and order and 

State security.

Information that the Unit is most likely to disclose to 

other intelligence departments falls under the fol-

lowing headings:

 – Individuals or movements suspected of terrorist 

activities

 – Real estate investments by foreign investors 

suspected of money laundering within France

 – Counter-proliferation operations

 – Intelligence concerning efforts to circumvent 

embargoes.

In 2014, 213 information notes were sent to other 

departments in the intelligence community.

Information-sharing 
with the tax authorities
In 2014, Tracfin sent 365 notes to the tax authorities.

The amounts at issue (leaving aside one case involving 

a particularly large sum of money) came to €418m, 

compared with €285m in 2013. It should be pointed 

out that these amounts represent flows potentially 

connected with tax fraud, without anticipating the 

financial outcome of any audits carried out by the tax 

authorities based on Tracfin’s information notes.

* NB: Article L.561-24 of the Monetary and Financial Code 
stipulates that «In the cases which have been the subject of a 
memorandum […], the Public Prosecutor or the chief Public 
Prosecutor shall inform [Tracfin] of the commencement of 
proceedings, of the withdrawal of the proceedings and of the 
decisions handed down by a criminal court.»
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Another striking feature of the year was the increasing 

amount of information concerning the issue of bank 

accounts abroad, an issue that is very much in the 

news due to, among other things, international talks 

leading progressively to the end of banking secrecy 

in Europe. As part of this, Tracfin is actively involved 

with the DGFiP to detect cases that might interest the 

Offshore Disclosure Unit (STDR).

Partial or total concealment of activity, understate-

ment and/or misuse of revenue or turnover, as well as 

exercising a hidden activity continued to account for a 

significant number of the reports received by Tracfin in 

connection with tax fraud. These areas also most often 

include Social Security fraud (undeclared work and/or 

improper reception of benefits or social services).

In less than five years, Tracfin was able to play part in 

combating fraud against the public purse, and develop 

an increasingly close cooperation with the DGFiP.

Information-sharing with social 
welfare agencies
In 2014, 83 notes were sent to partner social welfare 

agencies, compared with 80 in 2013. Nearly half of 

these were sent to the ACOSS.

The average amounts at issue came to €37,000.

The types of social security fraud resulting in an infor-

mation note was primarily related to:

Social security contribution fraud, including:

 – Suspicion of undeclared work and failure to declare 

the use of labour

 – Underestimation of the payments made by 

employers to the social security fund through 

concealing a proportion of professional activity 

(including freelance entrepreneurs)

 – Concealed activity

 – Entities not registered with URSSAF (Social 

Security and Family Allowance Contribution 

Collection Offices) employing workers in France.

Social security benefits fraud, including:

 – Performing regular undeclared work while at the 

same time collecting unemployment benefits, RSA 

(Earned Income Supplement) or any other benefits 

subject to the recipient’s income (APL, AAH)

 – Undue collection in France of benefits dependent 

on residency within France (RSA, AAH).

Information concerning follow-up to Tracfin’s informa-

tion notes with respect to social security fraud was pro-

vided to the Unit. Thus, the amounts reassessed after 

audits carried out by the ACOSS (the primary target of 

social security fraud) on the basis of information notes 

from Tracfin came to:

Years
Number of cases 

closed that resulted 
in reassessments

Amounts 
reassessed

2012 27 €6,294,769

2013 27 €3,005,041

For 2013, 14 cases were still being audited, and for 

2014, the very large majority of cases remained open 

as of the writing of this report.

Certain information forwarded to Social Security orga-

nisations may also be passed on to other partner au-

thorities for investigation, such as the DGFiP, the police 

and the gendarmerie. The departments concerned are 

informed of these transmissions to multiple recipients.

TRACFIN AND THE DGFIP IN 2014

 – 4 April: Case study working group consisting 

of Tracfin and staff responsible for banking 

transactions at the Caisse des Dépôts et 

Consignations.

 – 15 May: AML/CFT awareness training for 

managerial staff at the Tax Audit Directorate 

for the greater Paris region

 – 10 July: three-way meeting between Tracfin, 

DGFiP and the Spanish FIU about the Bank 

Account File (FICOBA)
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Information-sharing with the customs 
authorities

In 2014, 42 information notes were sent to the 

General Directorate of Customs and Excise (DGDDI), 

excluding the National Directorate for Customs 

Investigations and Intelligence (DNRED).

These referrals mainly dealt with failures to comply 

with reporting obligations (MOD), particularly in 

connection with repatriating funds held in foreign 

bank accounts. Increasingly, however, they also 

involved purchases of high-end automobiles 

purchased abroad, particularly in Germany, by 

individuals or small, often ephemeral, firms.

Other referrals involved risks related to prohibited 

goods (counterfeits, drug and pharmaceutical 

smuggling, non-compliance with the Washington 

Convention on the protection of wild fauna and flora, 

and non-compliance with regulations concerning 

cultural goods), as well as suspicions of undeclared 

imports or exports.

Tracfin also responds to requests from customs 

authorities, whether within a legal (SNDJ) 

or administrative (DNRED) framework.

Information-sharing 
with the supervisory authorities
The liaison officer for the Prudential Supervision 

and Resolution Authority (ACPR), based at Tracfin, is 

tasked with daily monitoring and facilitating infor-

mation exchanges. These ongoing exchanges improve 

communication with respect to taxpayers, particularly 

through updating and publishing joint guidelines and 

through the organisation of shared awareness-raising 

meetings and trainings.

Each year, the liaison officer draws up a declaration 

report for all establishments falling within the purview 

of the ACPR. The presentation of this report gives rise 

to a formal exchange between Tracfin and the appro-

priate ACPR directorates.

Heightened collaboration with the ACPR, which is 

already quite active in the financial sector, was exten-

ded to the insurance sector. Thus, the work of the 

ACPR’s Advisory Committee was enhanced by typolo-

gies for the Property and Casualty branch as well as for 

the life and mutual insurance branch. Moreover, the 

ACPR posted some 15 Tracfin staff for training courses 

in the area of insurance.

The ACPR liaison officer takes part in regular meetings 

with key establishments in France’s financial sector 

and regional representatives of mutual insurance 

companies.

A CUSTOMS LIAISON OFFICER 
WITHIN TRACFIN

As stated in the agreement governing information 

sharing between Tracfin and the DGDDI that was 

signed on 7 June 2013, the creation of a Customs 

liaison officer position at Tracfin will bolster 

existing close ties between the two stakeholders, 

within the economic and finance ministries, 

with respect to the fight against money laundering 

and terrorist financing.

As part of this, the liaison officer is tasked with 

implementing the provisions of the agreement 

with an eye to facilitating information exchange 

and ensuring optimal complementarity between 

the two departments. Moreover, the officer will 

serve as an intermediary between Tracfin staff 

and customs authorities, particularly with 

the DNRED and the National Judicial Customs 

Department (SNDJ).

He or she will contribute to improving mutual 

knowledge of the areas of expertise and concern 

of both departments.

One strategic objective is to improve coordination 

between Tracfin and the DGDDI by developing 

shared projects and studies of common interest, 

particularly with respect to fraud typologies, 

emerging money laundering and terrorism 

financing threats.
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Disclosures to foreign FIUs
Independently of the information sharing with foreign 

FIUs, Tracfin may spontaneously disclose some infor-

mation to its counterparts. These disclosures result 

from analyses made based on domestic suspicious 

transaction reports received by the Unit. This means 

that some information may be disclosed to the national 

authorities and also used internationally for the bene-

fit of the relevant foreign FIUs.

Drawing on its experience in the area of financial 

analysis, Tracfin’s unit dedicated to the combating 

of terrorism play a role in collective efforts by the 

French intelligence community. Its activity primarily 

concerned the following areas:

–  General surveillance of flows connected with 

radicalisation

- Orienting investigations into the financing of 

networks transiting volunteers to foreign combat 

zones

- Financial improprieties detrimental to legal 

entities carrying out humanitarian activities in crisis 

zones

Tracfin was able to offer its financial expertise 

as part of its cooperation part of its cooperation 

with partner departments, particularly those in 

the intelligence community. The Unit also issued 

strategic analyses for the purpose of gaining an 

overall understanding of phenomena connected to 

radicalism.

In 2014, Tracfin worked on 231 cases, a 15% 

increase over the previous year. In all, nearly 3,000 

individuals were the subject of investigations by the 

Unit in 2014.

A total of more than 3,129 investigative measures 

were carried out, including 1,193 information 

requests issued to entities subject to AML/CTF 

obligations. Nearly 950 reports were exchanged with 

the judicial police and intelligence units.

These reports resulted in 78 referrals to these 

departments.

AFT Unit – Key figures for 2014

Receipt

>  323 reports received and analysed 

(a 15% increase over 2013)

> 3,000 individuals monitored by the unit

>  231 cases of terrorist financing processed 

(a 15% increase over 2013)

Analysis

> 3,129 Investigative measures

> 1,193 Information requests

>  944 requests submitted to the criminal police 

and the intelligence services

>  18 requests to foreign FIUs

Disclosure

Tracfin disclosed 78 notes (a 95% increase 

over 2013)

> 67 spontaneous disclosures of information

> 1 spontaneous disclosure to the criminal police

> 10 disclosures to the courts 

* Due to the confidential nature of anti-terrorist information, 
we cannot reveal the actions taken by the Unit in this area.

In 2014, Tracfin sent 79 information notes to its foreign 

counterparts. The main recipients of these disclosures 

are still France’s neighbours and some FIUs on the Afri-

can continent. The disclosures dealt with assets totalling 

€322m in 2014 as opposed to €206m in 2013.

Spontaneous disclosures to foreign FIUs may also provide 

them with information about facts that would not necessa-

rily be analysed at national level but may be of interest to 

recipient FIUs.

TRACFIN AND THE FIGHT AGAINST TERRORIST FINANCING*
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THE FATF AND MONEYVAL

The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) was founded 
in 1989 at the Paris G7 Summit. Its members consist 
of 34 countries. The current mandate (2012-2020) 
strongly reasserts the international organisation’s 
objectives, which are to produce standards and 
promote the effective application of legal, regula-
tory and operational measures for the combating of 
money laundering, terrorism financing and related 
threats, so as to ensure the integrity of the interna-
tional financial system.

The FATF assesses the implementation of its stan-
dards by its members and the countries belonging 
to the nine regional FATF-type groups.

Tracfin’s role within the French delegation is to ma-
nage the work led by the typology working group. In 
2014, as part of a study of emerging trends, the Unit 
shared the characteristics of crowdfunding plat-
forms, which lend themselves to various fraudulent 
schemes.

Tracfin took part in drafting a document on the key 
definitions and potential AML/CFT risks of digital 
currencies, which is available on the FATF’s website.

The Unit also participates in Moneyval’s work and 
meetings. France is a full member of Moneyval, 
which is the Council of Europe’s regional FATF-type 
group. France’s special status, awarded by the Chair-
man of FATF to two of its member States, allows it to 
directly participate in Moneyval’s work. This status 
was granted to France for the first time from August 
2011 to August 2013 and has been renewed for two 
years.

Initial assessments under the FATF’s 
new methodology 
Following the adoption of the 40 new recommen-
dations in February 2012 and the new assessment 
methodology associated with them, the initial 
assessments based on this new methodology took 
place in 2014. They concerned Spain and Norway.

For money laundering and terrorist financing to be 
combated effectively, the standards must be met by 
as many countries as possible. With this in mind, 
Tracfin takes part in assessing its peers. It sent an 
expert to attend one of the two assessments carried 
out under the new methodology.

In keeping with its ministerial mandate, the French 
delegation sougth to implement the matching of 
technical compliance and the assessment of effec-
tiveness during adoption of the initial reports. The 
delegation also stressed the importance of consis-
tency in the initial implementation of the assess-
ment methodology.

TRACFIN’S INTERNATIONAL ROLE

UKRAINE

On 28 February 2014, as events were unfolding in 
Ukraine, the Minister for the Economy and Finance 
asked Tracfin to launch an appeal for vigilance among 
the reporting entities. As part of this, the entities 
referred to in Article L. 561-2 of the French Monitor and 
Financial Code were requested to immediately step up 
the vigilance measures stipulated in the Article with 
respect to all financial transactions likely to have a direct 
or indirect connection to Ukraine, in particular those 
involving those persons listed in Article R. 561-18 of the 
Code.
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TRACFIN’S PARTICIPATION 
IN EU-BASED EFFORTS

In 2013, negotiations began on the proposed revi-

sion of Directive No. 2005/60/EC of 26 October 

2005 (known as the «third anti-money laundering 

directive»), which had been enacted into French law by 

Order No. 2009-104 of 30 January 2009. This proposal 

was aimed at revising the current European legal fra-

mework by notably supplementing it with the new obli-

gations resulting from the recommendations issued at 

international level by the Financial Action Task Force 

(FATF). Following two years of negotiation, in which 

Tracfin participated as part of the French delegation, a 

political agreement with the European Parliament was 

reached under the Trialogue in late 2014.

The revisions involve:

 – Implementation of a European approach to the 
risks in order to coordinate practices within the inter-

nal market

 – Drafting a binding transparency regulation at 
European level in order to definitively identify the 

affected beneficiaries of legal entities (trusts, founda-

tions, etc.)

 – The need for an across-the-board approach to 
payment settlement in Europe, taking into account 

the risks that certain payment methods, particularly 

digital currencies, represent in terms of money laun-

dering

 – Harmonising and bolstering the jurisdiction 
of FIUs, in particular to expand cooperative efforts 

between them in continuation of the requirements 

created by the ECJ’s «Jyske Bank Gibraltar» ruling of 

25 April 2013

 – The need for a concerted European approach with 
respect to third countries in order to create European-

level tools to combat non-cooperative jurisdictions.

TRACFIN WITHIN THE EGMONT 
GROUP

Over the last two years, the Egmont Group, which is 

responsible for the operational sharing of information 

between financial intelligence units, has been revising 

its own standards.

At its plenary meeting in South Africa in June 2013, the 

Group adopted the principle of bringing its standards 

into line with those of the FATF. This involves exten-

ding the powers of financial intelligence units and 

increasing international cooperation.

At the Egmont intersessional meeting in February 

2014 in Budapest, and at the plenary meeting in Lima 

in June 2014, Tracfin – as regional representative for 

Europe – took part in discussions of structural changes 

brought about by the introduction of new standards, 

such as internal compliance control procedures and the 

geographic distribution of members.

In January 2014, Tracfin and the American FIU 

(Fincen), both members of Egmont and its decision-

making body, made a visit to the Nigerian FIU at Abuja.

On two occasions, in April and October 2014, Tracfin 

organised two meetings of the Egmont Group in Paris 

to discuss the organisation’s strategic approach in the 

coming years.
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As part of the Egmont Group application process, 
Tracfin sponsored, in partnership with the Sene-
galese FIU, the application of the Nigerian FIU. As 
part of this, Tracfin carried out assessment of this 
FIU in October 2014 in Niamey.

BILATERAL COOPERATION

Cooperation agreements
Several bilateral cooperation agreements between 

Tracfin and foreign FIUs were signed in 2014. In 

February 2014, an agreement on the quality and quan-

tity of international exchanges was signed between 

Tracfin and the newly-created Vatican FIU.

In October 2014, operational exchanges between 

Tracfin and the Chinese FIU took place at the FATF’s ple-

nary meeting in Paris. Representatives of both Units 

were anxious to provide fresh impetus to their ope-

rational relations. To this end, a new and more detai-

led cooperation agreement (the previous agreement 

between France and China dated back to 2009) was 

implemented.

Lastly, the end of 2014 was marked by increasing 

institutional exchanges between Tracfin and the FIUs 

in Jersey and Guernsey. The goal was to bolster ope-

rational cooperation between the parties; these two 

agreements stressed the respective powers of each FIU, 

the extent of the databases to which they had access, 

the practical procedures for exchanging information as 

well as the rules for disclosing information received. 

The agreement should increase the number and the 

quality of reports exchanged. Both agreements have 

been signed in June 2015.

Missions outside France
At the request of the Vietnamese FIU, Tracfin travelled 

to Hanoi in October 2014 to share its knowledge in the 

areas of international cooperation and international 

AML/CFT standards. The Vietnamese FIU is seeking 

admission to the Egmont Group in the next two years, 

and has requested the sponsorship of Tracfin and the 

Taiwanese FIU.

Throughout 2014, Tracfin took part in several seminars 

in Morocco and Tunisia about anti-corruption efforts, 

financial transparency and asset freezing.

November 2014, Tracfin took part in a seminar on com-

bating terrorist financing in Bahrain.

THE CIRCLE OF FRENCH-SPEAKING FIUS

This entity brings together FIUs that share the same 
language, French, and have the same money laundering 
and terrorism financing issues.

It was officially launched in January 2014 in Ostend. 
Its goals are the following:

 – Improving mutual knowledge of people and investi-
gative capacities between French-speaking FIUs and 
therefore sharpening up operational cooperation

 – Exchanging best practices for dealing with shared 
anti-money laundering and counter-terrorist finan-
cing issues

 – Facilitating the accession of French-speaking candi-
date FIUs to the Egmont Group by setting up dedica-
ted training.

 – The association also created a positive framework for 
the sponsoring of the FIUs of Algeria, Burkina Faso 
and Togo as future members of the Egmont Group. 
These three FIUs officially joined the group in July 
2013. The Chad FIU joined in 2014.

In April 2014 in Douala, the Cameroonian FIU organised 
a seminar on the reception, analysis and disclosure 
of information, and also focused on international 
cooperation.

In June 2014, in partnership with the Cameroonian FIU, 
a French-speaking workshop on the reception of STRs 
and all of the associated issues was held at the plenary 
meeting of the Egmont Group in Lima.

In October 2014, the Nigerian FIU organised a seminar 
at Niamey on terrorist financing. A total of 13 FIUs 
attended, along with the UN, the World Bank and 
the Inter-Governmental Task Force against Money 
Laundering in West Africa (GIABA).
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REQUESTS FROM FOREIGN 
FIUS

Information requests from foreign FIUs are handled 

by the Unit in the same way as STRs. Based on these 

requests, Tracfin can exercise the same rights as when 

investigating STRs submitted by a reporting entity. It 

may in particular request information from the relevant 

professionals,  from the national public authorities or 

request additional information from foreign FIUs other 

than the one that made the request (providing, in this 

last case, that the foreign FIU that made the request 

authorises the disclosure of this information).

Responses to foreign requests are based on both the 

queries to the Unit and the information avalable as it 

relates to the case. As exchanges are subject to the 

principle of reciprocity, requesters may only ask for 

information that they themselves would be able to 

obtain in their own countries.

In 2014, Tracfin received 1,051 information requests 

from foreign FIUs, compared with 952 the previous 

year. There was a sharp rise in the number of responses 

provided by Tracfin: 1,120, compared with 748 and 

2013. This change was due to the increase in requests 

received (+10%) as well as to a more streamlined pro-

cessins of the requests in order to bolster the operatio-

nal nature of Tracfin’s responses.

Information requests submitted to Tracfin by foreign 
FIUs in 2014

Europe
 
Asia, Middle East

North America
(including Mexico)

Africa

Australia, Oceania

64

13 17

57

900
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Case study 12: 
Conspiracy to defraud, breach 
of trust and money laundering. 
Investigations undertaken based 
on reports from other FIUs

A foreign FIU reported to Tracfin the existence, on its ter-
ritory, of a procedure to block suspicious funds possibly 
connected with a fraud, some of which originated in France. 
The blocked funds totalled more than one million euros.

At the same time, Tracfin became aware of transfers by 
individuals in France to companies established in the fo-
reign country, which were presented as high-return finan-
cial investments. Some of these companies were the sub-
jects of alerts issued by the Autorité des Marchés Financiers 
concerning the type of investments they offered.

These transactions included an asset manager, who was an 
employee of the insurance company, and who played the 
part of intermediary in the purchase of these products.

Investigation quickly determined that these investments 
were fraudulent, offering unrealistic returns and involving 
wire transfers to several offshore bank accounts.

Warning signs

•	Promises of excessive returns, based on one or more 
financial products, whose exact nature or existence is not 
certain

•	The use of foreign, newly-created companies offering a 
certain opacity

•	Transfers to/from accounts in tax havens

•	Active intermediation of an asset management pro-
fessional, allowing for the targeting of potential victims 
and a guarantee of legitimacy with respect to the 
investments
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DIRECTOR

Jean-Baptiste CARPENTIER

DEPUTY DIRECTOR

Albert ALLO

Strategic 
Analysis 

Unit

ADMINISTRATIVE 
AND FINANCIAL 

DEPARTMENT

Police 
and Gendarmerie 

liaison officers

ANALYSIS, INTELLIGENCE 
AND INFORMATION 

DEPARTMENT

INVESTIGATIONS 
DEPARTMENT

STR assessment 
and Fraud Detection Division

Information Routing and 
Enhancement Division 1

Financial sector

Information Routing and 
Enhancement Division 2

Non-financial sector

International Division

Liaison officers 
PSRA and French 

Customs

INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS 

TASK FORCE

Investigations Division 1 
including gaming office

Investigations Division 2
including non-banking 

circuits office

Investigations Division 3
including anti-terrorist 

financing office

Investigations Division 4
including complex legal 

networks office

LEGAL AND JUDICIAL 
DIVISION

Upstream Intelligence 
Office

Infrastructures Office

Projects Office
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THE DEVELOPMENT 
OF THE IT SYSTEMS OFFICE

In response to an audit carried out by the Inspectorate 

General of Finances (IGF) in 2012, which recommended 

changing the scale of Tracfin’s IT system and hiring 

professional staff, the IT Systems Office was set up at 

the end of 2013. It consists of 15 staff members and 

the manager, and reports directly to Tracfin’s director.

The Office is responsible for keeping Tracfin’s IT system 

running, ensuring that it meets the Unit’s professional 

needs and developing it in line with Tracfin’s strategic 

goals, user expectations and regulations.

In late 2014, the Office consisted of three hubs:

 – An infrastructure hub, tasked with maintaining 

workstations and providing user assistance

 – A project hub, tasked with designing and 

introducing a new IT system, with transitioning 

from the current system and maintaining all 

current applications in operational condition

 – An upstream information hub, responsible for 

the quality, admissibility and integration of 

incoming information. In order to achieve high-

quality, consistent results, the hub is tasked with 

integrating information received from reporting 

entities and partners.

The IT Systems Office also has a staff member in charge 

of security compliance issues.

In 2014, the Office carried out the initial studies for 

the future IT system that will progressively replace 

the current one. It will allow Tracfin to integrate va-

rious types of information forwarded by national and 

international information sources, as stipulated by law, 

and to process them using the professional procedures 

currently in force.

AN ORGANISATION 
TO MEET CURRENT CHALLENGES

The Third EU Anti-Money Laundering Directive, and 

specifically its enactment into French law (Order of 

30 January 2009) bolstered the Unit’s mandate, parti-

cularly with respect to combating tax and social secu-

rity fraud. In the area of intelligence, it widened consi-

derably the potential information that Tracfin could 

receive. In five years, the Unit has witnessed a sharp 

upswing in its operational activities, with the new 

mandates representing about one quarter of this field.

To cope with its new priorities and the increasing 

inflows of information, Tracfin continues to restructure 

its internal organisation with increasingly powerful 

information systems. In terms of staffing, Tracfin’s two 

operational departments have now been divided into 

four divisions each.

THE OPERATIONAL 
DEPARTMENTS

In addition to the Fraud Enhancement and Detection 

Division and the International Division, the Analysis, 

Intelligence and Information Department (DARI) now 

has two divisions dedicated to information routing 

and enhancement. The first is responsible for financial 

reporting entities, while the second is responsible for 

non-financial reporting entities and Tracfin’s partners 

in the intelligence community.

In the Investigation Department, each division covers 

all topics, but also focuses on a specific topic: gaming, 

non-financial networks (payment institutions, digital 

currency institutions, money changers), CFT and com-

plex legal structures.
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Security is a constant concern for Tracfin. Protecting 

sources and information requires a secure IT system, 

the security of exchanges, premises and procedures, 

and strict compliance with all legislation. The security 

and compliance position, which was created in 2014, 

covers all of these concerns in an effort to continually 

boost Tracfin’s effectiveness.

THE LEGAL 
AND JUDICIAL DIVISION

A legal and judicial division was made necessary by the 

Unit’s increased workload and expanded remit.

Under the authority of the magistrate providing legal 

counsel to Tracfin within the meaning of the Monetary 

and Financial Code, the Legal and Financial Division 

consists of six staff members, including two police 

liaison officers and a national gendarmerie liaison offi-

cer.

The Division provides legal expertise for every area of 

activity, takes part in drafting national and internatio-

nal AML/CFT legislation and provides intelligence in 

the areas of IT and privacy.

It also interfaces and coordinates with the courts and 

the investigative departments (jurisdictions, inves-

tigative departments, the Justice Ministry and the 

Ministry for the Interior).

In addition to attending institutional and operational 

meetings with the courts and the criminal police, it 

maintains a daily contact with magistrates and inves-

tigative departments.

INCREASED RESPONSIBILITIES 
FOR THE STRATEGIC ANALYSIS 
UNIT

In France, national assessment of AML/CFT risks, which 

provides the basis for a risk-based approach, is coordi-

nated by the AML/CFT Advisory Committee (COLB).

The FATF distinguishes two levels of analysis:

 – Operational analysis carried out on the basis of 

specific targets (individuals and/or legal entities)

 – Strategic analysis, which, through cross-referen-

cing contextual data, seeks to identify notable 

trends and patterns in AML/CFT risk.

Tracfin’s Strategic Analysis Unit works closely with 

public and private bodies, both national and inter-

national, that are competent in this area. It seeks to 

identify AML/CFT trends and patterns and to determine 

any related threats and vulnerabilities. In doing so, 

it contributes to the risk assessment required by the 

FATF’s Recommendation 1, and on which the reporting 

entities base their risk approach.

TRACFIN’S AWARENESS-RAISING 
INITIATIVES WITH THE JUDICIAL 
AUTHORITIES

Each year, Tracfin meets with French and foreign 
magistrates, investigators, foreign delegations 
and students, both to present Tracfin and to speak 
about specific topics related to financial investigation, 
money laundering, terrorist financing, corruption 
and other forms of organised criminality.

It gave presentations at seminars, training sessions 
and conferences organised by the National School for 
Magistrates (ENM), the Central Unit for the Prevention 
of Corruption (SCPC), the Ecole Nationale 
d’Administration (ENA), the Université de Cergy-
Pontoise and police academies.
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In 2014, the Unit was heavily involved in analysing 

two emerging trends that pose specific vulnerabilities: 

digital currencies and crowdfunding.

On 11 July 2014, following the discussions begun in 

2011 about these new means of payment, the Digital 

Currencies Working Group, set up by Tracfin in Decem-

ber 2013, submitted its recommendations to the Minis-

ter for Finance and Public Accounts. The working group 

drew up an overview of the risks and threats presented 

by digital currencies and made recommendations 

designed to lessen their impact. The group’s report is 

accessible on the Unit’s website (www.economie.gouv.

fr/tracfin).

A report detailing the risk analysis will be published in 

the second half of 2015. It will explore the trends and 

risks thus discovered, particularly during the analysis 

of reports submitted to the Unit.
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STAFF FIGURES

82% of the Unit’s employees are classed in categories A 

and A+.

The average employee age as of the 31 December 2014 

was 41.7. 51% of Tracfin’s staff are women, 49% are 

men. 57% of its Management Committee are women, 

43% are men.

Tracfin continued with its employee training pro-

gramme in 2014, calling on both institutional partners 

and internal resources to offer training courses on 

appropriate themes. 90% of the Unit’s employees the-

refore completed at least one training course in 2014.

In 2014, Tracfin also continued its internal labour rela-

tions efforts by organising four consultation meetings, 

particularly via its special technical committee.

As of 31 December 2014, Tracfin had 104 staff mem-

bers.

Since 2006, staff numbers have grown by 82%.

Tracfin’s role as an operational department is reflected 

in the breakdown of its staff numbers, with 38% of its 

employees assigned to the investigation department 

and 34% to the analysis and intelligence and informa-

tion department.

Since 2009, Tracfin has been working to diversify its 

recruitment, both within the economic and finance 

ministries and by calling on the specialised skills of pri-

vate-sector economic stakeholders (contract workers).

Tracfin’s employees mainly originate from departments 

within the economic and financial ministries. 42% 

came from the General Directorate of Customs and 

Excise, 25% from the Public Finances General Directo-

rate and 16% from the General Secretariat. In addition, 

11% of its employees are private contractors.

Support functions

Legal and judicial 
functions

IT systems

Operational division

9%

13%

6%72%

DGDDI

DGCCRF

Contract staff

DGFiP

Central administration 

Other directorates

11%
4%

42%
16%

2%

25%

Academy/Intelligence

Languages

Preparation for exams

Other

Professional training

20%
5%

4%

11%60%
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MILESTONES

 – 26 July 2013, Banking Activities Separation and 

Regulation Act (Act 2013-672)

 – 6 December 2013: Act 2013-117 concerning the 

combating of tax fraud and serious economic and 

financial crime

 – 18 December 2013: the Military Planning 

Act (2013-1168) for 2014-2019 enacting various 

provisions concerning defence and national security

 – February 2014: Cooperation agreement on the 

quality and quantity of operational exchanges 

between Tracfin and the Vatican FIU

 – 9–14 February 2014: FATF Plenary Meeting

 – 16 February 2014: Meeting of the Egmont Group 

in Budapest

 – 24 March 2014: Access to Housing and Urban 

Planning Act (2014-366): building management 

agents are now subject to AML/CFT reporting 

requirements

 – 28 March 2014: Presentation of Tracfin’s 2014-

2018 strategic priorities

 – 31 March to 4 April 2014: Moneyval Plenary 

Meeting

 – May 2014: Crowdfunding intermediaries are now 

subject to AML/CFT reporting requirements

 – 1 June: Meeting of the Egmont Group in Lima

 – 22-27 June 2014: FATF Plenary Meeting

 – 11 July 2014: Tracfin’s «Oversight for Digital 

Currencies» report submitted to the Minister for 

Finance and Public Accounts

 – 9 August 2014: Extension of the length of time 

that individuals’ banking data is retained  within the 

FICOBA system (ten years)

 – 15-19 September 2014: Moneyval Plenary Session

 – 29 September 2014: Entry into force of the Decree 

authorising Tracfin to access airlines’ data solely for 

the purpose of preventing acts of terrorism

 – 18-24 October 2014: FATF Plenary Meeting

 – 13 November 2014: Act 2014-1353: Strengthening 

of provisions concerning the fight against terrorism

 – 3 December 2014: the ACPR Advisory Committee 

issues its guidelines

 – 8-12 December 2014: Moneyval Plenary Session
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GLOSSARY

ACOSS
Agence Central des Organismes de Sécurité Sociale 
(Central Agency for Social Security Bodies) 

AMF
Autorité des Marchés Financiers 
(Financial Market Authority) 

ACPR
Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel et de Résolution 
(Prudential Supervision and Resolution Authority) 

ARJEL
Autorité de Régulation des Leux en Ligne 
(Online Gaming Regulatory Authority) 

CMF
Code Monétaire et Financier 
(Monetary and Financial Code) 

CNAJMJ
Conseil National des Administrateurs Judiciaires 
et des Mandataires Judiciaires (National Association 
of Court-Appointed Receivers and Trustees)

COSI
Communication Systématique d’Informations 
(Systematic Information Disclosure) 

FIU
Financial Intelligence Unit 

CSN
Conseil Supérieur du Notariat 
(National Association of Notaries) 

DGGN
Direction Générale de la Gendarmerie Nationale 
(General Directorate of the National Gendarmerie) 

DGSN
Direction Générale de la Sûreté Nationale 
(General Directorate of National Security) 

DGDDI
Direction Générale des Douanes et Droits Indirects 
(General Directorate of Customs and Excise) 

DGFIP
Direction Générale des Finances Publiques 
(Public Finances General Directorate) 

DGT
Direction Générale du Trésor 
(General Directorate of the Treasury)

DNRED
Direction Nationale du Renseignement 
et des Enquêtes Douanières 
(National Directorate for Customs Intelligence 
and Investigations)

STR
Suspicious transaction report 

FDJ
Française des Jeux 
(public lottery and betting company) 

FATF
Financial Action Task Force 

IFPPC
Institut Français des Praticiens des Procédures 
Collectives (French Institute of Practitioners 
of Insolvency Proceedings)

AML/CTF
Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorist 
Financing

OCRGDF
Office Central pour la Répression de la Grande 
Délinquance Financière 
(Central Office for the Prevention of Serious 
Financial Crime)

SCCJ
Service Central des Courses et Jeux 
(Central Racing and Gaming Unit) 

SCPC
Service Central de Prévention de la Corruption 
(Central Unit for the Prevention of Corruption) 

SNDJ
Service National de Douane Judiciaire 
(National Judicial Customs Unit) 

TGI
Tribunal de Grande Instance 
(Court of First Instance) 
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